
Tribal Trio Necklace 
Project N3085
Designer: Karlin Jones

Three tiers of layering necklaces featuring Amethyst Czech glass cathedral beads, turquoise gemstone chips and a natural

brass arrowhead charm make this accessory on-trend and easy to

What You'll Need

22K Gold Plated Slim Rolo Chain 2mm Bulk By The Foot

SKU: CHA-99958

Project uses 60” pieces

Blue Green Turquoise Magnesite Gemstone Beads, 4-9mm Chips, 15.5 Inch Strand

SKU: SPTU-12

Project uses 8 pieces

Vintaj Natural Brass Stamping Pendant - Native Arrowhead 19 x 10mm (2)

SKU: PND-7539

Project uses 1 piece

Czech Cathedral 4x6mm Oval Glass Beads - Amethyst / Gold Ends (25)

SKU: BCP-6302

Project uses 5 pieces

22K Gold Plated Open Eye Pins 22 Gauge 2 Inch (x50)

SKU: FHP-6258

Project uses 2 pieces

22K Gold Plated Sleek Lobster Claw Clasps 9mm (10)

SKU: FCL-2529

Project uses 1 piece

22K Gold Plated Open Jump Rings 4mm 21 Gauge (x100)

SKU: FJR-5240

Project uses 3 pieces

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-2222] Vintaj Metal Relief Block For Filing, Buffing & Sanding, [XTL-5600] Xuron Sharp

Flush Cutter Pliers - Wire/Soft Flex, [XTL-5511] Beadsmith Jeweller's Micro Pliers Chain Nose

Flat Nose, [XTL-5514] Beadsmith Jewelry Fine Round Nose Micro Pliers

Instructions

The 3 chain tiers in this necklace measure 18", 20" and 22". 

1. Using your flush cutters, cut the following lengths of chain lengths: Two lengths of 9", two lengths of 10" and one length of 22" chain. Set aside.
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2. Next, onto a gold plated eye pin, slide on 5 Czech glass cathedral beads in Amethyst and create a simple wire loop using your round nose pliers. Snip off
any excess wire using your flush cutters. 

3. Open the simple wire loop on one end (how you would a jump ring) and slide on the last link from one side of one 10" chain length and close. Repeat the
same thing on the other side with the last link from one end of your second length of 10" chain. See photo. 

4. Repeat the same process as above and add 8 turquoise chip beads onto an eye pin. Create a simple wire loop after the beads are on. Snip off excess
wire. Open and attach the eye pin onto your two lengths of 9" chain in the same manner as above. See photo for placement assistance. 

5. Next, using the side of your Vintaj relief block, buff the front side of your Vintaj arrowhead charm to show off more detail. 

6. Open a gold plated jump ring and slide it through the loop of your charm. Close the jump ring. Slide the charm onto your longest 22" length of chain. 

7. Next, open a gold plated jump ring using your chain nose pliers and slide on the last links from one side of all 3 lengths of chain. Add them on in order of
length. Close the jump ring. 

8. Repeat on the other side as well, but also add on the loop from your gold plated lobster claw clasp and close.

9. All done!
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